Swing Voters Count

“Keep your friends close; keep your enemies closer.” – Sun Tzu

“He who knows only his own side of the case knows little of that.” – John Stuart Mill

I have revised my own opinions on VietNam, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and Libya. Although riddled with cancellation and bias, Youtube reveals much not in the corporate media. I eliminate advertisements with Youtube Premium for $16/month.

See the Science Channels that I $support. --Jon Claerbout

Below is addictive and not recommended for those with intense careers or children at home.

SVC Current News (reload SVC for update all) ....

Sept 9/17/2022....

War update (12:36). Much valuable content here from Artur Rehi (Skip over the advert (2:40) to (4:40))

Artur Rehi: Other Russian borders now out of their control. (8:43). This Estonian war blogger is best of all.

The Justice Department Was Dangerous Before Trump. It's Out of Control Now by Matt Taibbi

Hero of the St.Petersburg city council (2:25).

Russians on Russian TV blaming one another (23:38) Watch this only halfway through.

Far Right Russians Turn On Putin, Military Amid Disaster (7:19) Saagar Enjeti Watch briefly.

"Lend lease" by the Russian army to Ukraine (3:56).

A Russian soldier who accidentally killed his grandparents (0:38). Sad.

Former Putin aide prognosticates (5:49).

Russian soldiers abandoned by their leaders (1:28).

Six months of torture by Russians described (8:52). You don’t want to watch this.

Igor Danchenko was an FBI operative (2:43). FBI hired him to give fake info to the FBI.

Can the US president fire federal officials? (3:11).

"Protect the FBI brand", its director told the FBI agents. (7:13). and they told the congressman.

Ukraine troops have 5000 of Musk's Starlink terminals (4:30).

 Revolutionary schools in Florida — Ron deSantis (2:51)

Why can’t we remake the Apollo’s rocket engine? (5:04).

“You will own nothing and you will be happy” say the Davos bankers. (19:08)


Gadafi’s giant water project. (8:16). It’s truly sad that this water project is dying. Blame the US (Hillary).

Crooked white politicians in Jackson Mississippi stole the money for water systems (9:15).

100 Russians: How many girlfriends have you had? (8:27).
Sept 9/14/2022…
Background: Between KharkivUkraine (1.5M people) and BelgorodRussia (340K people) stands the border upon which the Ukrainian army stands. Russian artillery is now attacking the population of Kharkiv.


Sept 9/12/2022…
Starlink availability map. Availability of Elon Musk’s high-speed internet for $600 plus $120/month. Look for the down arrow in the lower right corner. Local shorts. Oberlin College to pay $32M law suit. Saagar Enjeti suggests all woke colleges should go broke. Easter Island (33:58).

Sept 9/09/2022…
How the president should deal with a politicized FBI and DOJ Trump did not know this. Neither did I. Ukraine war could have been prevented (9:38). Peaceniks say. Jon (me) said and still says. How autism and intelligence connect, JP (10:28). Viewer comments are mostly autism/Asberger sufferers! The best way to show someone that you really care about what they say (8:15) Jordan Peterson. Valuable! Iraq. Was it worth it? (12:44).
Being hit by an illegal cluster bomb (3:36). Being hit by an illegal cluster bomb (x)

What is a Russian “filtration camp”? (4:20).

Fungi (51:13). I watched the whole thing. Fascinating. Our biosphere is (animals, plants, fungi).

What kind of job fits your IQ? (9:32).

Jordan Peterson

Street Russia: “How many Russian soldiers died?” (11:54). Good guessers they are. Answer: about 50,000.

The crazy rocket man drives his pulse-jet cart (4:36).

Common sense by Thomas Sowell (4:30). He's a 91 year old black.

Ukraine pensioner hero (5:45). Radio Free Europe

Prof Jeffrey Sachs on the Covid origins cover-up. Unz Review. Also likely on Youtube.

Your diet might contain insufficient iodine (9:03). says Adam Ragusea (Sea salt is questionable.)

Street opinion in China about Russia (17:20).


We’ll soon be seeing a lot of famine says JP (6:53). Not many months from now we will see if he is correct.

Local company Maxar provides satellite photos to Ukraine (6:29) says we provide targeting info for them.

In Korea, Russians and Ukrainians are questioned about the war (15:38). They all hate it.

Do Russians need independent media? Survey in Russia. (3:10)

Guy nails every accent (2:19). You know these when you hear them.

How to deal with dangerous people by JP (8:10).

TheUnitedSpot (10:36). A political cartoon (right leaning, it’s been blocked at Youtube for three years.) If you are on the left, it’s an entertaining way to see what the other side is thinking. “Subscribing” will get you regular samples. Unsubscribing is easy.

Sailer Nom introduces 15 Russian Youtubers (11:42) && 20 more. 35 channels in all!
Click every button until you see “TIME STAMPS”. Below that are links to the channels she is recommending. Mostly cuties. Enjoy!

Sept 9/03/2022….

Boosters Now Promote Covid Deaths in Europe (Substack article) Millions of cases. Good data. Clear analysis.

“Do you think China is dangerous to Russia”? (14:01). A youth walks around Russia asking people.

Over-the-top speech by Joe Biden rebutted in kind by Tucker Carlson (21:18). Enjoy our lively political arena!

What IQ is not correlated with (5:54). Jordan Peterson tells us what he knows and does not know about IQ.

Our Venezuelan border crossers are now bussing to Chicago (8:05).

Our Media ignores a big drop in our life expectancy (7:18). Saagar Enjeti


THE GREAT RESET (24:08). Kim Iverson interviews book author. “You will own nothing, and you will be happy.”

CNN now presenting an alternative view on student loan forgiveness (2:59). CNN changing its politics!?

FBI agents call for the FBI director to quit. (5:16). “He has lost control,” they say. (Sky News)
FBI admits 'ROUTINELY' Working With Social Media Companies To Censor News (3:01)  Saagar Enjeti

Jordan Peterson explains Canadian government idiocy (8:09).

Why so many airline flight disruptions this year? (32:53).  Our Secretary of Transportation (Buttigieg) is inactive.

No water in Jackson MI, the capitol of the state of Mississippi (8:01).  Federal grants for water went to corruption.

African lady asserts that Africa is poor because of corruption, not because of colonialism (11:05).

Pirates are Running Wild off West Africa’s Coast (11:27)

Government corrupts science (6:06).  The dangling money does it.  -John Stossel

Australian view of Kamala Harris (1:51).  During the Dem presidential debates, Tulsi Gabbard blew her away.

Newsweek magazine fails to acknowledge that large parts of Ukraine are Russian speaking (12:39).

Opinions of Russians in a town of 55,000, 6 hours east of Crimea. (8:14).  Young lady “Sailer Nom”

20 Russian personal channels (9:29).  100,000 young Russians are hiding out in Georgia (20:27)

Children waiting at the Mexican border are abducted by criminals offering organ transplants for sale (7:55).  FOX

MarA Lago Redacted(7:52).  Anti-Dem humor (3-yr old “TheUnitedSpot” now NOT blocked on Youtube.) More

Aug 8/27/2022…..

SHORTS:  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I   Each video is shorter than one minute.  New YouTube feature.

Miami reaches a multi-decade low in homicides (3:33).  Miami Mayor Francis Suarez

FBI WARNED Facebook About 'Russian Propaganda' Before Hunter Biden Story (10:21).  Zuckerberg tells Joe Rogan

Arms in Ukraine not being tracked (12:41).  Saagar Enjeti


Alan Dershowitz Grilled on Cancel Culture, Jeffrey Epstein, & Defending Trump (24:47).  The Hill, Rising


Student loan forgiveness plan will only worsen an already unfair system (10:32).  WSJ and Emily Jashinsky


Destroyed Russian weapons displayed on Kyiv street (1:55).

"I Googled the Definition of a Feminist" - Dave Chappelle (10:35).  Comedy

Saturday Morning Laugh Factory (13:09).  Making fun of Democrats.  (series newly available on Youtube)

George Soros purchases Hispanic media in USA (15:39).  Epoch Times

Still Protecting Jeffrey Epstein (3:40).  FOX

Bailout hypocrisy (21:21).  The Hill-Rising


The corrupt college industry (8:02)

Canadian oil sands explained in 10 minutes (12:00).
Black leaders speaking in 1963 (35:20). I remembered most of the names but none of the faces.

College Students Being Mandated To Vaccinate and Boost Despite Data (18:51).

Men without work although many jobs are available (10:33) Men voluntarily becoming worthless.

Can our government put you in jail for nothing? (6:25) Man on the street in Russia and in the Baltic.

The "Pseudo-moralistic Stances" Of Activists (4:03) called out by Jordan Peterson.

Gain of function research in Wuhan & lab leakage (6:33). Congressional testimony. Knowledgeable witness

Aug 8/22/2022....

The danger of TocToc being run by China (13:21).

Vaccinated 5x more contagious 10 days after infection (5:05). New England Journal of Medicine

50,000 prisoners taken in San Salvador (2:25) - NBC News. Many guilty. Many not?

'Pay or Die': Meet a pregnant assassin from El Salvador (4:38) Extortion by a member of MS-13.

Five-million uncontrolled US border crossers (4:52) including many Salvadorans. FOX


"What's In The Documents Doesn't Matter" Officials Admit the Real Reason They Raided Trump (17:12).

CNN's doctor starts mending her ways, says Kim Iverson (18:29).

Heart damage in children due to vaccination — meticulous study, but not a large one (19:21).

How to speak English like Einstein (6:38). Sabina Hossenfelder

Plastic recycling (16:39). Sabine Hossenfelder

Pacifist comedians denigrating Dick Cheney (11:43). Jimmy Dore


"Investigating forever" == dirty political tool (8:04).


Tulsi Gabbard explains "permanent Washington" (3:40). Former congresswoman, a two-term Iraq veteran.

The left is talking nonstop about civil war. (4:14). Hoover Institution

You won't hear about this (1:34). Rude political humor based on talking politician images.

San Francisco gays learn about the West Bank (8:45). Search for related

Aug 8/15/2022....

University of Austin (website). An incipient university and its first summer class. I’ve asked for donor info.

Elon Musk to take away the Russian rocket business (1:24).

Walking across the street. Compare Holland to US. (0:46). We step down onto the street. They ramp up to us.

“How Do You Find the Person That's Right for You?” (0:43). Jordan Peterson
3-minute Trump campaign speech. (6:54). FBI raid sets off this Trump political ad.
Past Decade of Ukraine history (10:04). FBI raid sets off this Trump political ad.
Ukrainian source for war news, Denys Davdov (13:37). IMHO the best battlefront daily on the Ukrainian side.
Concealed carry vs. open carry (9:09). Maasab Ayoop knows a lot more about guns than I do.
Apostate Prophet versus Jordan Peterson (11:29). Opposing points of view from the same side.
Senator Rubio: FBI's Trump raid is the first step towards a banana republic (5:33)
Recruiting soldiers inside of Russia (6:01). Ukrainian TV
Chinese student alienation (12:45). Unexpected. Sad. The source is a regular anti-mainland China.
Ocean acidification isn't (4:56). Tony Heller.
Archery extreme (14:33). Nutty, but a good entertainer. Give him a minute or two.

Aug 8/08/2022….  
Brain Rejuvenation (article). Connect blood veins between young and old mice. Old get younger & vice versa.
Human sex differences: Speak of sex differences nowadays and lose your job. (11:16). Jordan Peterson
Northern California forest fires (1:26). Current news.
Deaths in Ukraine 2014-2021 (18:17). Ukraine’s view is not many Russian speakers died.
Google prohibits public surveys on vaccine harms, by Steve Kirsch. Are anti-government thoughts allowable?
Hunter and Joe “business dealings”. Epoch Times (10:54).
Demonetized! Comedian at Youtube who is a peacenik, anti-Biden, anti-vax, anti-FBI, etc. Enjoy!
Google forced to reveal to Rumble (14:01). Google must reveal search innards to Rumble (a free speech org)
Falling slinky in slow motion (0:42).
Jon Claerbout in 1964 drove a Vespa motorscooter from Europe to Singapore. (diary with photos)

July 7/31/2022….  
FREE SPEECH! Court forces Google/Youtube to submit to vast discovery by Rumble (text) Glenn Greenwald
Senator Ted Cruz pressures FBI on their involvement in the events of January 6th (3:35) CSPAN 6 months ago.
Ted Cruz GRILLS FBI For Fed's Role In January 6, REPEAT Of 9/11 War On Terror? (11:52). Glenn Greenwald
Sen. Grassley drops major bombshell about Hunter Biden, 2020 election debacle (6:37) FOX
FBI ‘schemed’ to ‘falsely’ dismiss Hunter Biden evidence as ‘disinformation’ (3:54) Politicization of FBI. Sky News
FBI whistleblowers come forward regarding Hunter Biden, Trump investigations (6:47) FBI corruption. FOX
Whitehouse visitor logs: Joe Biden met 14 of Hunter’s business partners in the Whitehouse (3:37) FOX
Chairman of the intelligence committee Adam Schiff LIED about Hunter Biden Laptop (14:52). He knew he did.
House Judiciary committee attacks the Dept of Justice! (5:06). Terrorists at school board meetings? Forbes
Briahna Joy Gray: Joe Rogan, The Future Of The Democratic Party? (15:05) Dems play to donors or to voters?
Elon Musk, Starlink, Ukraine, and President Zelensky (6:42) Details of them working together. Interesting.

Alzheimers, Depression Research FALLS APART Exposing Medical Industry (7:56) Saagar Enjeti

Ukraine claims Tulsi Gabbard & Glenn Greenwald are 'pro-Russian' critics (6:32) Ukraine hates our peaceniks.


Ukraine: Meet Chris, the German volunteer! (4:09) A German soldier volunteer expounds on democracy.

Monkeypox Facts COVERED UP By Woke Politics (8:04) It’s impolite to say what it is. Saagar Enjeti


Dixieland --- Tuba Skinny (1:24:00) Stage setting with good videography often focusing on the solos.

Architectural design by artificial intelligence. (9:05) Nice examples!

Blender - Girl in Uniform (30:10) Make a 3-D computerized young woman.

July 7/24/2022..

Reading and Writing for you, by Jon Claerbout.....

Learn how Jon Claerbout gets free information from Substack....

Evidence that US is not a democracy | Princeton University study (5:54) This deserves a deep think.

Tulsi Gabbard: Bannon Indicted but Clapper & Brennan not. (10:27) I gave her $500. You give her 90 seconds.

Who will Biden/Harris compete with in the next election and what will he tell the voters? (13:08) FOX

What is your biggest regret? 100 Russians. (11:13)

How to Handle a Rebellious Child (10:17) Jordan Peterson

You will see examples of what Artificial Intelligence (AI) is doing. (8:29) Dr. Alan D. Thompson

What's one thing most Americans agree on? (4:48) Trey Gowdey, congressman (R), South Carolina.

July 7/22/2022..

Sky News Australia says the NYT admits it was wrong. (3:29) Did the NYT really admit this?

Free speech in Brazil? (6:13) Tucker Carson visits Brazil, some details are wrong, say my Brazilian friends.

The crisis of masculinity — the spirit of voluntary play (13:07). Jordan Peterson

Can Physics be too speculative (10:13) Sabina Hossenfelder

History of US immigration policy and growth (17:08). Tucker Carlson

The truth about Cancel culture (8:24). Jordan Peterson

Grandma is going to prison. (0:37) But not Ray Epps, FBI’s flagrant provocateur (3:35)


COVID endemic but not stable, survey of UK research (13:59).

Dead Sea documentary (30:10) First half on sink-hole mechanisms, second on the people and politics nearby

Can a Republican get a fair trial in Washington DC where Donald Trump got only 5% of the votes?

Pity General Mike Flynn (6:20) No fair trial. What’s it like living in DC working for FBI or NPR (34:52)
Learn how Jon Claerbout gets free information from Substack.

Feminist faces jail time (3:45). Anti-science in Norway! She likely thinks women differ from men.

All about pain killers (20:37). by Sabine Hossenfelder, physicist

Democrats SWAP Working Class For College-Educated Base In CLASS WAR (12:26) Batya Ungar-Sargon

Giant millipedes reigned in the carboniferous (7:52). The earth that was.

Chinese street musician with an exotic instrument (3:13).

NYC shoplifting (6:06). One thief had 150 arrests, trying for 200. Criminal friendly judge.

Vicious criminal is released, then randomly kills again (4:21). Another judge elected by George Soros?

James Webb image announcements. (12:37). Anton Petrov

Spin of a black hole, charge too (14:35). Black hole spin & charge. Anything impinging a black hole gives it spin.

JWST stars. (18:10). Excellent interpretations by Scott Manley

Ukraine villages shelled (4:33). Names the Russian who ordered this human disaster.

Dutch Farmers rise up against the government (10:28). As did the Canadian truckers.

Dixieland: Tuba Skinny (11:37). At last, videography focusing on the soloists. Hooray!

The collapse of the late Bronze Age in 1180 BCE (1:03:45). Awesome history. Good videography. I viewed twice!

MSM fact checkers unintentionally hilarious (13:44). Kim Iverson

“Hydrogen is not a satisfactory fuel,” says Elon Musk (9:25) who evaluates all the ways to make it.

AI robot asked to write a children's book (9:31) My wife enjoyed this. I watched it twice.

First results from James Web telescope (2:34)


Hunter Biden news is suppressed by mainstream media (13:43) Tells why Dems don’t know what Reps think.

Bison stampede (2:33). Hundreds in Yellowstone.


Elon Musk’s giant new booster explodes (8:02). I hope he can figure it out.

Double Boosted Fauci’s Covid Worsens After Paxlovid Rebound (14:19) Don’t take Paxlovid!

Australian lefties losing it. (0:57). NSFW crude.

Biden and Fauci Sued For Coercing Big Tech To Censor Dissent (11:05) Important.

Jack Barsky: Russian KGB Spy | Lex Fridman (3:37:33). I watched all 3 hours!


Starvation in Sri Lanka is a lesson for the US: Tony Heller (2:03)

At least 37,500 Russian troops killed since Russia invaded Ukraine (4:37).

Drag queen degeneracy (20:02) Twenty seconds gave me more than enough.

COVID is endemic, evolving too rapidly for vaccinations to keep up. (14:50).

July 7/10/2022….

How countries fight their wars (2:05). Cartoon
To US Supreme Court harassers, “Stop it!” (2:48)
Voice typing is free and easy in Google Docs (8:35). Try this from the “tools” menu.
Tulsi Gabbard sends cease and desist order to Mitt Romney (5:08). Stop spreading treasonous lies!
Naked News. My friend Meir recommends picking up your daily news here. Free samples maybe?
Syntax of pure mathematics (26:20). Easy tutorial for engineers and programmers.
Exxon-mobil documentary (55:33). A big world few people know much about.
Davos World Economic Forum & crypto currency (38:41). Davos vs Crypto. Information packed!
Evidence the US is not a democracy (5:55).
Jan 6 committee is unconstitutional (11:43).
FSD=Full Self Driving: Tesla vs competition (1:00:16). AI. Robotics. I watched it all.
Julian Assange reminder (4:02).
Covid bio-warfare articles.
Jordan Peterson explains the gender paradox (24:08). Psychologist & data analyst packs in a lot of information.
Environmental Organizations Are Being Looted by Their Diversity Hires Article at unz.com
A man’s 76 Fake Charities Were All IRS Approved (11:39).
Russians watch a video from Ukraine. (7:26). Some kid in Moscow dares doing this.
The sudden rise in LGBT. (17:15) Psychoanalytic. Frantic & comic. Rude to LGBT folk and lefties.

July 7/03/2022….

Magpie Death Ritual (2:25) Unless you’ve suffered a great loss, this mightn’t mean much to you.
J6 Detainees Being Held in Solitary Confinement for 23 Hours a Day (for over a year) Without Bail (11:32)
Why has the US gone crazy? Dummies from Education Depts took over HR Depts (1:20:09) Reasoned.
Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard denied a gun-carry permit (3:09). Even after her life was threatened.
Murder rates plunge in Brazil (3:50). Bolsonaro made guns MORE accessible to the population.
Elon Musk said there will be too few people (20:05). Sabine Hossenfelder explains.
Zelensky fakes a presence in Kiev. (14:01). Detective work. Media doesn’t care. I don’t care either.
The START treaty and our nuclear deterrent (6:57). You visit a Russian-language Nevada.
Billion dollar crypto fraud (16:21). Nice looking lady joins the FBI’s most wanted list.
Naked Capitalism news highlights for June. I often scan here for news. Good reader comments too.
China, Cold War II (1:14:23). I haven’t watch this one yet.
Razib Khan: Unsupervised Learning Maybe you’ll be able to see the index and read older stuff. I pay $5/month
Beloe Zlato, singing washerwomen (2:09). Russian farm girls singing
Biden's Title IX Decision Is Meant To Placate RADICAL Activists: Emily Jashinsky (8:59) “Awful,” she says.
The Disturbing Paintings of Hieronymus Bosch (9:25).
He asked AI to make a Music Video... results are trippy (5:52)

June 6/27/2022…. 
The shopping cart theory (1:26). Which people are capable of self governing?
Virgins for sale (21:38). This video is kind of irresistible. Beloe Zlato (1:42) joyful song
Foggy Mountain breakdown (3:31). banjo+
Levin: We are living in a post-constitutional America (15:10) Republican view of Jan 6 hearings. Give him 5m.
Humanity in the Paleolithic (20:21). Succinctly covers humanity over 100,000 years. Awesome.
Chairman of the intelligence committee Adam Schiff LIED about Hunter Biden Laptop (14:52). He knew he did.
The Bloody Origins of the Texas Rangers w/S.C. Gwynne | Joe Rogan (8:55)
Some hard thoughts about Ukraine. Article by Graham Fuller, former CIA.
Clinton and DNC Fined Over $100,000 for Lying About the Trump Russia Dossier (12:01).
The left is sending a 'very scary' message: Victor David Hanson (5:22). Political violence in US is now routine.

Begin Covid counterculture
Covid vaccine causes reinfections, a counter-culture article. Disinformation or good predictor of our future?
The risk of adverse events surpasses risk reduction of COVID vaccine says paper from Stanford, UCLA & others
Why are there adverse events from Covid inoculations? (17:54). Scholarly guesswork.
87% of Trial Data Hidden from Medical Journals; Fmr FDA Director: Not Our Job to Correct Articles (9:58)

End Covid counterculture

June 6/20/2022 …
Four Russian farm girls sing a joyful song (1:20). Enjoy!
One minute look inside a lithium battery (1:00). Surprise!
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) is a multi-person shooter game popular in Moscow (4:47).
Old time Dems explain why their old party is sinking. (28:50). Glenn Greenwald & Matt Taibbi
Highway washout (4:08) More dangerous than it appears at first.
Building Kara (7:01) Kara’s story (2:30:04) I enjoyed her building but less so her story (10 minutes enuf).
Exposing George Soros’ $18 Billion Control Over the Mainstream Media (21:36). ($440 per US person)

Unherd: Just back from the Ukrainian front line in Donbas (36:38). Good summary of the war.

Jimmy Dore comedian delivers fiery rant on Tucker Carlson FOX (9:37). Haha.

Texas and Arizona Send 79 Buses Full of Illegals to Washington, D.C. article at PJ Media

Google employee claims AI robot is sentient (13:24). Silly claim, but engaging conversation with AI robot

June 6/16/2022 …

"... the US created Covid" (Unz.com) Bio-Attack Smoking Gun (14:42) NSA told Israel Nov. 2019

Preview of the most recent Jurassic Park movie (5:05). The movie is long (2:25:00)

How climate alarmists fudge the data (12:52) Tony Heller

400,000 Chinese bank depositors lose $6 billion (16:37). That's an average of $15k each.

I was the bodyguard for a Chinese rapist (46:02). Personal account. Quick start. Doc++ –Serpentza

Enslaved in North Africa were 1-2 million Europeans and Americans. Icelanders too in 1627

MIDSOMMAR: Opener (1:44) Artsy movie sounds too spooky for me (9:19).

Election deniers in local races (10:42). a Colorado county

Those Were the Days (3:25). Violin & piano

Joe Biden will kowtow to Saudi Arabia (12:50).

June 6/13/2022 …

Why the last 10 years of American Life have been Uniquely Stupid Atlantic magazine.

The Case Against Social Media (1:42:05) I watched it all and recommended it to my family.

Tik Tok Is Normalizing Child Grooming & Abuse (10:37) Emily Jashinsky at The Hill

Grouper eats a barracuda (0:33).

China’s Bad Citizenship (9:44). Serpentza produces regularly on this theme.

What’s a Bilderburg meeting? – Kim Iverson (9:29). She makes it sound evil. Wikipedia less so

"Real Climate Science" by Tony Heller Now unblocked weather historian vs climate alarmists. Sample (2:39)

Riding the world’s most dangerous and longest wave (11:58) Ocean tide sweeping up the Amazon.

Plato and a Platypus walk into a bar (45:54) Philosophy and Humor, examples of how they are related.

Rioters Intimidate Homes of The Supreme Court (6:51). They make me opposed to whatever they think.

France’s Macron issues ‘ultimatum’ to Muslim leaders (4:29). After many decades of toleration.


Problems with the green revolution (11:02). The world is highly dependent on risky issues.

Removing Barnacles from Sea Turtles (12:21) Many other Youtubes are available.

Planet Pluto and beyond (30:58). This is what there is. It’s all we’ll ever have.

Russians shown photos of Ukraine destruction (9:18). Their responses.

Anti-war summary (6:53). US has far too many military bases and involves itself in too many wars.

Unexpected 40% increase in 'all cause deaths' in 2021 (8:28). I’d like to find the contrary opinions.
June 6/9/2022 … **Opposed to the government's Covid Policy**

Since nearly every American will agree that at least one of our recent two presidents was a poor choice, why should our Covid policy be any better? It isn't.

Prof. Dr. Jay Battacharya interview at [Stanford Review](https://www.stanfordreview.org) list of [his Youtubes](https://www.youtube.com/user/jaybattacharya)  
**Professor Brett Weinstein interviewed at Unheard (48:05).** Knowledgeable, wide-ranging, thoughtful.  
[Steve Kirsch at Substack](https://stevekirsch.substack.com) with details galore. Subscriptions free.  
[Today's sample here.](https://stevekirsch.substack.com)  
The bizarre refusal to apply cost-benefit analysis to covid policy (30:57)  
Glenn Greenwald

---

**Of long-term value**

- Why US corruption is here forever (3:09) by Glenn Greenwald and Andrew Yang
- Vladimir Putin challenges Biden to public conversation (2:51)  
- US gets new $100B nuclear weapon
- Joe Biden deigned to debate Vladimir Putin  
- Reuters 3-18-21 What would Trump do? (3:32)
- Controversial Perspectives Largely Excluded from American Media: Preface: Unz Review  
- Glenn Greenwald rescued Brazil's Labor government from jail (28:47). His book is a thriller!
- GlennG: Neither party is on your side (5:33) Deep state undermined Trump presidency (4:28)  
- Mueller finds no Trump collusion with Russia (one page at the American Bar Association)  
- I pay $8/month to support science writer Razib Khan: Much is free. Dig around  
- False populist MSNBC screws genuine populist Andrew Yang on fifty occasions.  
- Army recruitment ads: China vs Russia vs US (5:17) Hilarious while speaking in reality.  
- Letter to a Granddaughter about Maria Butina, a Russian spy!?  
- NSA Whistleblower: Everyone is under surveillance, all info is stored (12:28), More, (2:35:00).

---

June 8/2022 …

- Where is Epstein's client list? (11:11).  
- Conversation with Leta, an artificial-intelligence robot (11:01) delightful!  
- Waymo AI ride in SF (6:59).
- These books will change your mind – Thomas Sowell recommends (4:27).
- US M777 artillery piece evaluated for Ukraine’s use (15:36). both the pluses and minuses  
- SailGP world’s most advanced hydrofoil sailboats (12:08). thrilling!  
- Armed teachers in Texas (5:41). John Stossel  
- WION: Iran: Uranium and riots (4:44).
- Ukraine’s international volunteer forces at the front (4:40).

---

June 7/2022 …

- Washington Post reveals that the Hunter Biden laptop is NOT Russian disinfo (48:59). No apologies for the delay.
- Under oath, Hillary’s lawyer said she approved the RussiaGate project. FBI had an office in the DNC ! (9:00).  
- Democrat Party links with the FBI (16:09) by Tucker Carlson  
Muscovite, do you know about Navalny? Surprisingly, most of them did. Navalny was jailed by Putin.

Kamala Harris talks to city mayors as though they are children. A clip shared by Australia Sky News.

Animal sound man (1:47) He's good!

Entropy for data science clearly explained (16:30). A deep topic explained well.

TV rating wars. FOX wins. CNN dying.

New AI makes better deep-fakes for video (6:27).

June 6/2/2022 …

From my balcony, I see a rare “circumhorizontal arc”, like a rainbow, but towards the sun.

Ukraine forces admit heavy losses in Donbas (17:25). Bad news for our side.

Moscow man on the street answers: Do you think this conflict was necessary? (4:53).

Woke climate at Stanford University Computer Science is worse. Stanford in-house articles

Peter Frost anthropology blog on evolution Recent cognitive evolution: The case of Ashkenazi Jews.

The FBI shelters Larry Nasar, the abuser of girl athletes (9:05). Investigate the FBI, I say.

The witnesses. Did Sussman lie to the FBI? (0:50). In DC there is no fair jury for a political trial.


The swamp protects its own (5:53).

FBI & Clinton lawyer caught colluding during Russiagate (18:10). Jimmy Dore Show

Sussman jury’s verdict (12:38). The Epoch Times

The missing link in batteries—Solved!!!? (23:26). Advertisers Nebula and Curiosity Stream $15/year

Russian TV presenter urges army to ‘invade Britain and seize Stonehenge’ (1:15).

Examine interesting maps (12:88). The Geography King has a curious collection of maps

Ukraine and Russia. Oil and Gas. (39:02) Eye-opening! A big part of the story seldom mentioned.

Hunga Tonga eruption 190,000’= 58 km high (4:18).

Request for Joe Biden to take a cognitive test (14:13). By the doctor who tested Donald Trump

LiDAR finds pre-Columbian civilizations in Amazonia (5:50).

Canadian Trudeau pooped on at the European Parliament (9:01)

Former Russian prime minister terrified of Putin (26:07).

What’s going on in the White House? (0:26).


Tolerantia, a short animated film (6:20). A parable for our times?

Ocean plastic gyres. something new learned (14:06).

Amputated Russian war prisoner phones his family from Ukraine (21:20).

If they do this, they’ll cheat on you too (6:19). Jordan Peterson on personal relationships

Babylon Bee humor: Signs you might be a Man (3:31) or be a Woman (3:51)

Babylon Bee humor: All women agree (2:59)

Some Ukrainians want to be a part of Russia. (11:35).
May 5/30/2022 …

Contracted Russian Soldiers Leaving in June. Russia Suffering Troop Shortage. (1:08) Ukrainian claims.
Why do Republicans claim that Biden is cognitively impaired? A polite Australian lady tells you. (3:02)
Do you have friends/family in Ukraine? (4:10) Replies by random street people in Moscow.
Koko Crater v1 v2 dangerous hike around the rim (8:48). My son Andrew did it solo at age 15-16.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) made a Music Video... results are trippy (5:52)
What's the process behind America’s most-grown crop? (10:30) Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”
How Did Putin Get it so Wrong? | Fiona Hill (22:55) She’s often seen him in Kremlin meetings.
Putin and the War in Ukraine — Stephen Kotkin (2:41:10) I’m ⅔ thru the video. Will watch it all.
In a Ukraine debate, you’d want Stephen Kotkin on your team.
Trump’s RICO lawsuit against Hillary and 30 others (17:50) Hear Trump’s case. Is it valid?
Compare Elon Musk’s raptor engine to Russia’s greatest. (9:10) Elon wins by a big margin.
Hillary’s pathetic fine for her Russia hoax, (12:02). That’s DC for you.
Rep. Matt Gaetz tries to submit the Hunter Biden laptop into the congressional record (14:12) Sparring.
Ukraine: Henry Kissinger agrees with Jon Claerbout (23:38). realpolitik

May 5/25/2022 Vacation collection…..

Trump says he would stop Putin from saying the word ‘nuclear’ ever again (1:05)
Jordan Peterson grilled by MIT students (26:04)
Why did the Russians take Chernobyl? (7:53)
Woke Watch: When Stanford’s Therapists Become Activists Stanford Review article
Why the left doesn’t want Trump on Twitter (3:33)
Humor by Ukrainians complaining about their homes being robbed by Russian soldiers (0:45)
‘When authorities are coming after comedians you know you’re in trouble’ (7:44) Babylon Bee
Kidnapping in China is common (20:52).
Tik Tok Is Normalizing Child GROOMING & Abuse (10:37)
Chinese consume sewer oil (11:18).
US founded as a republic, not a democracy (10:11).
Musk to cancel Twitter if too many spambots (4:57).
The US anti-war left is dead. GG and AOC (44:05)
Secret service infiltrated by fake agents (50:05).
China blocking its citizens from leaving China (16:39)
Record jet suit mountain ascent. (3:26)
US howitzer arrives and firing. (1:31).
Adam Shiff lied about Hunter laptop. (14:53)

Why I’m so obsessed with free speech—Jordan Peterson. (6:41)

Artillery destroyed 73 military vehicles in a few minutes. (1:39)

Russians killing their own wounded!? (1:33). I’m not asking you to believe this.

BLM activist indicted. (14:41)

Ukrainian Kids’ school bombed. Russian pilot grilled by Ukrainians. (1:09:04)

Dems trying to disbar Trump’s lawyers. (9:55)

Piss-poor war reporting by Kim Iverson. (13:24)

Starlink has military application. Elon threatened by the Russians. (9:33)

High-level debate inside of Russia. | CNN. (9:44)

OverVaxxing could weaken the immune system. (14:02)

Tuba Skinny plays, "Bouncing Around" (5:12) Tuba Skinny

Typhoid Mary of disinformation (2:21).

Panic within the FBI as Trump announced he was being spied on (12:35).

The illusion of evidence-based medicine. (32:31)

New evidence of Covid Lab Leak in major journal. (10:28)

What is GPT-3?. Wikipedia

Where is GPT-4? (10:11)

What It's Like To be a Computer: An Interview with GPT-3. (16:17)

Belarusians in Ukrainian army. (1:09)

Musk blasts Soros.. (14:39)

Talking with GPT-3. (7:49)

The Action Lab. —— many forms of sulphur. (4:18)

Tokyo walk in 4K HDR. Nice. Long so I jumped around. (1:26:48)

The humanly worst places on earth. (9:06) incredible human suffering.

Young man imitates animal sounds.. (1:47)

Talking with an AI character (8:35).

Math in programming. Deeper than I expected. (7:50) I'll watch this again.

Walking thru the dregs of Russian failed river crossing (2:52).

Russian soldiers want to quit but don’t know how. (5:23).

GPT-3. Ungoogleable questions (9:10)

Ukrainians de-fusing Russian mines (3:07).

Secret royalty payments to Fauci from big pharma (14:33)

Democrats are pushing a new 'war on terror' on American citizens: Greenwald (7:09).

May 5/10/2022……..

Joe Biden flubbed an opportunity to head-off Putin’s Ukraine War. Website of Jon Claerbout

Why Corruption is China's Secret Weapon (14:45) I didn’t really grasp this – should try again.
Mariupol celebrates the Day of Russian Victory over Nazism (2:20)  Celebrate with Putin.
A Day In The Life Of A White Slave In The Ottoman Empire (9:14)  Includes good art.
Do Russians think that Putin is a war criminal? (4:33)  Man on the street in Russia.  Interesting.
The Worlds Most Powerful Electric Motors (14:08)
Tucker: This is why Democrats are taking us to war with Russia (19:24)
Amazing Giant 3-D Cat Digital Billboard in Shinjuku, Japan (4:16)  World’s fertility rate is falling. (9:01)
Homeland Security's "Disinformation Board" is Even More Pernicious Than it Seems  GG article
Confutatis Amadeus movie plus scrolling music score (7:35)  Go full screen to view.  I’ve watched 4x!

May 04/2022….
The Truth About Plastic Recycling (14:00)  Most of it ends out in a land fill.
Electric blue ponds in the middle of the Utah desert support half the people on earth (19:23)
PayPal BANS Independent Anti-War Journalists (12:05)  PayPal attacks peaceniks both left and right.
PayPal's Independent Media Wipeout  An article at Substack by Matt Taibbi
Violence in human prehistory  adolescent males  Razib Khan’s Unsupervised Learning.
Antifa mob disrupts GOP governor candidate’s rally (5:07)  Portland is going nuts again.
Ending Big Tech censorship at Twitter will be trickier than it sounds, but worth the struggle.  CityJournal
Elon Musk is Finally Testing Neuralink on Humans (10:17)  implanted brain chips
Pharma Freaks Out As Elon Calls Out SSRIs On Twitter (11:41)  (SSRI = Big Pharma drugs)
Mike Rowe of Dirty Jobs: The reality is starting to sink in (4:40)  Rising prices hit the producers.
Elon Musk’s Crazy Plan To Improve Twitter Is Ready (5:47)
’Useful idiot’: Biden’s ‘disinformation’ czar Nina Jankowicz slammed as a ‘woke-bot’ (4:24)
Tucker Carlson rants on why the Democrats will lose next election (11:47)  You’d think they would care.

May/02/2022…..
Hear from the Russians who fled to Tbilisi, Georgia since the war (29:19)  Pussy Riot, etc
Worldwide male violence in prehistory  Article by Razib Khan in his class “Unsupervised Learning”
Bicycle theft protection (21:12)  How to register your bike nationally (website).
Biden’s ‘disinformation’ czar Nina Jankowicz slammed as a ‘woke-bot’ (4:25)  Sky News Australia
Slovakia hands over MiG-29 fighter jets to Ukraine (1:45)  Ukrainians have been begging for fighters.

April 4/28/2022…..
Musk and moderation  I learned a lot from this article at Quillette.  See some other headlines there.
The Social Contagion Of Mental Disorders Through Social Media Platforms (10:50)  Gender dysphoria
Section 230 and Freedom of the Press (11:50)  Sect 230 confuses both Dems and Reps in congress.
Freed captive explains why Russians are taking civilians into Russia (10:33)
mRNA Vaccines Show No Mortality Benefit - Danish Study (36:37)  i.e. don’t bother getting vaccinated.
Elon Musk claps back at ‘extreme antibody reaction’ from liberals (3:30)
’We’re gonna have problems’: Trump reveals how he’d handle Putin (1:29)
Global warming? “Don’t worry,” says this MIT Meteorology professor (5:19)
This Map Helps Explain Why the Russia-Ukraine War Hasn’t Ended (8:05)
What’s it like to be a young female Prime Minister in Finland? (3:05) at age 34.
April 4/24/2022….
Why 1% Of The World’s Population makes 45% of Wealth (15:18) Half production from sqrt(population).
The Rise Of Totalitarianism In America | Jordan Peterson & Other Canceled Professors (1:01:53)
Early release of criminals, Increasing crime in California (33:32) State Parole Director
Biden bribes from a Chinese energy company (x:x) Quick start here. Try to double your playback speed.
Life after the occupation in the Kharkiv region (3:41)
Wuhan, US Labs Collude To DELETE DATA In ‘Explosive’ Legal Deal (8:29) Kim Iverson
Tesla Phone LAUNCH DATE And Insane FEATURES Leaked! (8:38) advertisement
Texas governor deals with illegal immigrants (8:45) Go to: Borderbus.texas.gov
Elon Musk: The meaning of life. The future of humanity (8:07)
The Five Laws of Stupidity (15:37) Stupid== “Causes losses to others without benefits to self”
Russian journalist tells us what Russians are hearing about war (5:56) Russians are getting Youtube!
Tulsi Gabbard EXPOSES Ukraine War LIES of Senator Mitt Romney (R:Utah) (19:04)
Extremist 1/6 Prosecutions Proceed with Little Attention (1:03:01) Solitary Confinement for Trespassing
Visualizing the World's Fertility Rate over 200 years (14:44) Why the world stopped having children.
April 4/23/2022….
The Man Who Accidentally Killed The Most People In History (24:56) He beat Hitler, Stalin, and Mao!
Elon Musk's "Threat" to Restore Free Speech on Twitter Provokes Liberal Panic. GG article
Confutatis Amadeus movie plus scrolling music score (7:34) Truly awesome.
Elon Musk tells us about aliens, possibly why we don’t see them (7:31)
The Female Fighters of Ukraine’s Forgotten War (28:49)
What Russians think about their «fake news» law? (11:44)
Autism Spectrum: Atypical Minds in a Stereotypical World (7:04)
Two magical escape techniques (1:32) It’s easy. It’s quick. Take a look.
Bari Weiss on Post-Mainstream Media Life and Her Battles in the Culture Wars (57:11)
Big-world-city streets in the 1920s (8:10) Video from 1910, interpolated, color, and sound added.
April 4/19/2022….
Carl Sagan's Warning 25 years ago : "We are up for grabs" (1:03). Tells the craziness of our times.
Ukrainian troops ‘destroy Russian artillery’ (1:22) by using modern methods.
Maybe half the Russian battleship sailers were lost (2:36)
Starlink Availability Map I skip you over a wordy introduction straight to the map at (5:43).
April 4/18/2022….
What is a virus? (10:01) A concise explanation of classroom quality. Highly recommended by me.
40% Surge in Working Age Deaths (1:45:12) Might be due to vaccination? Too much math for most.
Elon Musk's Crazy Plan To Improve Twitter Instantly (6:09)  Will it save Civilization? We hope so.

23-year-old woman to Tucker: I regret transitioning as a teen (5:53)  Preview/trailer

April 4/17/2022….

Ukraine drone finds ~20 Russian tanks.  Tanks explode (16:22)  How? Why?
The Secret River near the base of Israel’s Dead Sea (9:06)  Amazing!
MS-13's Active Members Are Laughing At Trump’s Crackdown (HBO) 2017, but it didn’t work
Latin America’s Deadliest Place to Be a Woman (15:10)  An example of a shit-hole country
Chinese Ambassador Reveals China's Position in Russia Ukraine War (15:50)

April 4/15/2022

Joe Rogan - Nick Yarris' Incredible Story of Being Wrongfully Sentenced to Death Row (17:44)
The Number of Civilians Killed in Russian Attacks in the Kyiv Region exceeds 900 (1:27)
Elon Musk's "Threat" to Restore Free Speech on Twitter Provokes Liberal Panic  GG article
Intro:  5 Reasons Unreal Engine 5 is a BIG DEAL (10:58)

April 4/12/2022

Here's a middle view of how to end Putin's Ukraine war (13:20)  peacenik
Bill Browder explains Russian criminals including Putin (10:05)  war-monger
Western Dissent from US/NATO Policy on Ukraine is Small, But Censorship is Extreme  GG, Amen.
Russia says over 1,000 Ukrainian marines surrender in Mariupol (1:18)  It’s plausible. The city is cut off.
An editor of The Economist interviews Zelenski in Kiev (18:03)  The first 5-10 minutes is enough.
Who controls children's education, parents or government? by Winsome Sears (2:36)
Buses of border-crossing migrants begin arriving in DC from Texas (8:01)
Trying to Survive in Prison as a First Time Offender || Joe Rogan(15:07)  Intense.
Tuba Skinny very fresh recording from the streets of New Orleans (5:21)  Hooray! More (5:22)

April 4/11/2022….

Get ready for the breakup or Russia (32:05)  Too radical, too unexpected? So was USSR breakup.
Muscovites look prosperous. A collection of street conversations.
Russian soldier looting a house connects via computer to its Ukrainian owner. (3:37)
What is taboo in Russia on April 6, 2022? (2:17)  Do you support Putin? (5:19)
Whitmer Kidnapping Plotters ACQUITTED, Jury Rebukes FBI’s ENTRAPMENT Scheme
El Salvador Arrests 6,000 Gang Members In 10 Days (3:07)  Not all of them guilty, but…

April 4/8/2022…

Ukraine children's hospital (5:58)  In 2017 Ukraine sniper tells… (7:43)
Tucker Carlson on gender-affirming chemical castration (30:47)  Ukrainian fighter pilot reveals (7:14)
Inside China's Zero Covid Camp (17:49)  during Shanghai's total lockdown April 2022.
Lieutenant Starsky reports the 1st day (2:30)  Returning home after driving out the Russians (4:35)
Stories Of Survivors In The City Of Borodyanka After Its Liberation (3:43)

April 4/7/2022……
Putin pleads for public talks with Biden after Biden says Putin is a killer  US News/Reuters a year ago
Joe Biden dared not debate Vladimir Putin (0:25)  Created by me after orig. blocked.  Now is war.
Send Donald Trump to make a deal with Putin! (3:04)  My idea.
Putin's Road to War: Julia Ioffe | FRONTLINE (46:47)  She knows the inside of Putin’s team.  A++++
A cornered Putin will begin with nuclear threats (17:15)
The Democrats have decided to replace Joe Biden (11:02)  Tucker Carlson at FOX.
Ruins of Rome and ruins of Detroit (9:22)  A philosophical tale, well told and well illustrated.
Elon Musk invests in Twitter (6:19)  He must believe that Twitter is worth saving.  Correct, I think.
Scientists don't want to INCRIMINATE SCIENCE with the Lab Leak Story (5:54)  The Hill Rising
Real Climate Science banned by Youtube.  Author displayed old newspapers.  He struggles to recoup.
The Northwest Passage Opened by Climate Warming!  Run in 1906 by a sailor with 12 hp motor.
How Russia Will Die (23:07)  Some facts and history that were new to me.
The Corporate Media Tell Giant Lies.  Do YOU insist on believing them? (34:51)  GG has rescued leftists.
Tech Monopolies are an arm of US government intent on controlling The Narrative (13:43)  Hill.TV
A contrary view by John Mearsheimer (8:05)  You might hate him but I always cherish contrary views.
Naked Capitalism solicits  I read them and give them money.  Here’s a good introduction for you.
Eastern Ukraine is Russian speaking (24:06)  An American living in the Russian side of Ukraine.
Tell me a fact outside the Overton Window.  OK, here’s one: “Black crime produces white racism.”
For white-collar crime, read at Naked Capitalism.
ESG=Environment, SocialJustice, Governance…  EsgScore == Scam.  says Kim Iverson at TheHill.

March 3/31/2022……
War: Human Civilization Could Soon End  (conflict with Putin)  A page of links by me, Jon
Tulsi Gabbard, Iraq veteran, ex-congresswoman, accuses Facebook of shadow banning her (4:12)
Kim Iversen: US Media IGNORES Zelensky's Anti-Democratic CRACKDOWN On Dissent (14:46)

March 3/27/2022……
Russians choose: Trump vs Biden (6:23)  Enjoy!
Ukraine hospital in Mykolaiv (21:32)  Civilians near the front.  Grim, very grim.
The Dangers of the U.S.’s Use of Ukraine As a Proxy War  An essential article by Glenn Greenwald
На південному напрямку… (0:30)  Guess what led up to this scene.  See the viewers’ presumptions.
Steals Russian truck (0:38)  Young Russian soldier (0:24)  Captured soldier speaks to Grandma (1:59)
Belarus's Ambassador Offered '30 Pieces Of Silver' As He Leaves Ukraine
Witnesses of war: UATV_English
Ukrainian Humvees In and After Combat
Taking Calls On Ukraine's Help Line For Russian Military Moms
Alleged "Anonymous" member says hackers successfully targeting Russia
Justin Trudeau Getting ROASTED by European Parliament
Al Jazeera asserts that North Korea can send multiple nuclear warheads anywhere into the USA
SO BLACK CULTURE IS A PROBLEM?! REACTION to THOMAS SOWELL

March 3/25/2022…. 
Katie Halper: The Azov Battalion is The Nazi Issue In Ukraine
How Kharkiv Is Resisting Russia’s Invasion
$42M Russian device captured
Soldier’s phone interception
NATO buildup on Belarus border
Hitler phones Putin
Sniper position setup
We buy your tank for $10k
Chaos of war
Letting Go of Kite to Save Your Life

March 3/24/2022…. 
Ukraine TV (24/7)
Zelensky crushing dissent
Russian Lieutenant Colonel Captured
Breastfeeding During a Russian Attack
Kazakhstanis React To Putin’s War
Ride with a Russian military convoy
Young Russians describe Americans
Cope cages on Russian tanks
Young Russian “escapes” to Georgia
Rents doubled.
Mariupol
Opinion: "The Ukrainian Army Has Been Defeated. What's Left Is Mop-Up"
Canadian Political Party quits YouTube because of censorship
Who invented free speech, the Dutch or the English?
Toxic Pathologies in Liberal Discourse — Glenn Greenwald
How to integrate your shadow self
Jordan Peterson interviews popular author Robert Greene

March 3/19/2022…. 
Crime in Houston | Tucker Carlson
Lex Fridman statement
Russian Priest Fined For Calling War In Ukraine A War
Devastating Ukraine's Mariupol center - BBC News
Empty baby strollers in the street
Understanding Putin | Gatestone Institute
Romney's "Treason" Smear of Tulsi Gabbard is False and Noxious, But Now It Typifies U.S. Discourse
Western aspiring parents who hire surrogate mothers in Ukraine have war problems
Ladies drive past a smashed Russian supply convoy in eastern Ukraine
Destroyed Russian armored column
Russians towing damaged helicopters
Elon Musk Explains Why We Are Entering A Horrific Crisis Due To Russia
The best thing you can do is teach people to write

Jordan Peterson
Pushing the biggest lie in American history. Were you a believer? Still do? Article by Glenn Greenwald.

March 3/16/2022....

War Porn: The Daily Unseen: A(1:04) B(1:19) C(1:00)
Media PLEADS With White House For War With Russia, Peace Talks SHOVED Aside (11:14)
The truth about Neo-Nazis in Ukraine (17:42) Informative. I watched the whole thing.
Babylon Bee: Satire Writers Unable To Keep Up With Reality (3:35)

My biking buddy tries out a recumbent trike. Here is his first 30 seconds. Moldaw folks need these!
Family e-trike (2:14). The first of about five models. I watched them all. One for commuters (4:48)

March 3/14/2022....

Automatic shift for bicycles (3:18). I have test ridden it at The Bike Connection on a Gazelle bike
To understand Enviolo continuous-variable gears, you should first understand Planetary gears (4:53)
Enviolo automatic shift available for e-Trikes at Triot in Salt Lake City.
Here's Henry for the first time on trike with stick shift. (On bikes, old people need an automatic shift.)

March 3/13/2022....

Here's how I predicted the Ukraine war a week in advance. Pro-Russian thread on the war.
Anti-Ukrainian thread Ron Unz forces pro- and anti-Russian threads together.
Maturity hospital bombed. Big crater (5:24) Bomber pilot shot down, captured, confesses (1:15)
Reliable news bumped off Youtube (13:42) Congress demands media eliminate “fake news”
The philosophy of the Left and the philosophy of the Right (2:00) Succinct. Worth remembering.
Ukrainian civilians trying to escape (5:03) A protestor in Russia (4:31)
US biowarfare labs around the world (4:17)? Me: The labs think they are “doing science.” They are.
Elon Musk offers a seductive new ability, that could split humanity. (16:42) Have fun. Share with kids.

March 3/9/2022

Tulsi Gabbard: Our military complex wants this war to continue (6:37)
Javelin missile striking a tank (0:11)
Another Russian Jet shot down by Ukraine Army Surface to Air Missile over Kharkiv (1:26)
Ukrainian forces hit a Russian warship near the Odessa Port (1:30) Warship, not a battleship!
Belarus military quits invasion demoralized by defections and resignations will not join Ukraine war (1:30)
Russian airstrike on a maternity hospital (5:24)
The 40-mile-long Russian convoy is worse than you think (20:54)
Ukrainian drones from Turkey destroy Russian surface-to-Air Missile Systems (1:19) not clear
Ukrainians distribute man-held anti-tank weapons using family automobiles (1:02)
Ukrainian cities unknown to us are comparable in size to well-known western cities (2:53)
Wider- and longer-range view of Putin's options (5:53) WION is news and opinions from India.
Persian Gulf leaders decline Joe Biden's phone calls (5:16) WION is news and opinions from India.
Secret bio-labs in Ukraine? Sounds preposterous, but the evidence is strong!! (16:26)
Xi Jinping delivers his strongest statement on Russia-Ukraine conflict (2:54)

March 3/8/2022
Russians are bombarding multiple dozens of hospitals, schools, and apartments in Ukraine.

Anti-war…
Tulsi Gabbard: This could have been avoided (3:47)
Arms delivery to Ukraine | Biggest Batch Ever Delivered (1:35)
OMINOUS Warnings Of NATO-Provoked War Given For DECADES – Kim Iverson (16:58)
Will we have 25 years of war with Russia? (23:33) Hear Tucker Carlson, even if you hate him.

Pro-war…
Huge Russian Military Convoy Destroyed in Kherson Region (1:06)
Ukraine Bayraktar TB2 Drones Strike and Destroy Russian Convoys (1:45)
Ukraine Armed Forces Capture TOS-1A Thermobaric Rocket Launcher (1:48)
Ukraine Armed Forces are Using NLAW to Destroy Russian Tanks (1:41)
Elon Musk supplies Ukraine with many satellite WiFi+battery+solar (8:04)
280 Russian Tanks Destroyed by Ukraine using US Javelin Missile (1:33)
SecState A.Blinken says NATO countries have the "green light" to send fighter jets to Ukraine (6:54)
14 Howitzers destroyed (1:04)

Mothers cry…
Radio Free Europe: Mothers cry (2:51)
Assessing the Russian Military Campaign in Ukraine (57:33) Center for Strategic International Studies
Hoover Institution (Stanford U) Historical Conversations: Russia vs. Ukraine (1:00:49)
Jimmy Dore Show: Ukraine Neo-Nazis Infiltrate EVERY LEVEL Of Military & Government (25:48)
Jimmy Dore Show: US/NATO Provoked Ukraine War Say Most Experts On Russia (34:38)
Russian jet in Ukraine taken down by old Russian hand-held IR surface-to-air missile (0:31)
Germany to supply 2700 old Russian-made anti-aircraft missiles to Ukraine (6:00)
Historian Yuval Noah Harari gives context on the Russian invasion (49:37)
Former US ambassador to Russia: Vladimir Putin changing strategy of Ukraine invasion (28:13)
Turkish UAVs Bayraktar TB2 deployed to Ukraine (1:25)
BATTLE UPDATE: Russia Grabs BIG Victory. Kiev Convoy STALLS (12:35)
FOX  Glenn Greenwald: RussiaGate and US weapons manufacturers (3:24)
Historian at Yale explains How the United States Created Vladimir Putin (1:53:03)  Watch 34 minutes.
What Vladimir Putin thinks of Donald Trump (2:05)
Fighting at Ukrainian nuclear power plant. Kamala Haris sent to Europe (10:48)  Tucker Carlson
Vladimir Putin challenges Biden to public conversation (2:51)  US gets new $100B nuclear weapon

Censorship...
Vaccine danger — publicist Steve Kirsch at Substack. Blocked at MIT (2) (3)  Lab leak....
Climate Science skeptic banned from YouTube. Here he is.
Youtube censors “The Hill” (25:11)  This disturbs me. I, Jon Claerbout, found many other examples.

Elon Musk: We want to become a multi planet species (8:19)

February
We thought he would be our bastard. Then he became his own bastard. -by “I was there.”
Tulsi Gabbard: Ukraine disaster could have been easily avoided (3:47)
Tucker: Biden broke the oldest rule of all: "Don't make threats you can't back up."(12:00)
Kim Iversen Debunks FAKE Russia-Ukraine War Videos Spread Widely On Social Media (12:31)
Glenn Greenwald: War makes us unable to think clearly. Happened before. Happening now. (1:29:43)
Krystal Ball: Obama Doomed the Dem Party with the Working Class (8:40)
BOMBSHELL: Biden IGNORED Military Calls To Evacuate Afghanistan Earlier (12:45)
Homelessness in Seattle: What percent of Unhoused are on Drugs? She knows. She tells. (12:32)
A thoughtful analysis of the Canadian truckers’ protest would benefit the Left (15:39)
Durham Reveals Clinton’s Lawyers Spied on President Trump (20:37)  Unreliable after (15:30).
Before his life-changing direction, Glenn Greenwald kept ignoring Edward Snowden  Rolling Stone mag
Democrats want Julian Assange imprisoned because of his 2016 reporting on Hillary/DNC (9:43)  GG
Life in the Taliban’s Afghanistan (44:06)  (Unsuitable for US television.)
Today's pandemic public response resembles the smallpox epidemic of 1885  Steve Kirsch substack
The most epic fights in science (15:42). Sabine Hossenfelder
Ted Cruz Grills Biden Nominee (11:50)  See why the Democrats fear and hate Ted Cruz.
CNN: Vladimir Putin Speaks in English (1:33)  He’s trying to sell something.
Julian Assange is a heroic dissident and a visionary: that’s why they hate him (9:27)  GG
Not boarding the Titanic, boarding instead the Lucania (4:59)  refurbished video from 1901.
Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin versus the USA — historian presents at the Hoover Institution (1:01:27)
January 1/30/2022

Covid deaths and VAXing deaths — Unz Review  Ron Unz reviews the RFKjr book.

Rumble.com  GGreenwald  Taibbi  Bongino  SteveKirsch  Cannot be blocked by US actors.

The Mysterious Life of George Soros | A Documentary part 1 (30:00)

Batya Ungar-Sargon: The Culture War Is Really A CLASS War That Keeps The Poor POOR (11:13)

Exiled Chinese Billionaire Uses YouTube To Wage A War On Corruption (7:58)

Hawaii Diver Swims With Record Breaking Largest Great White Shark (7:44)

Proof that Fauci & Collins COLLUSED To Smear Scientists, SHUT DOWN Scientific Debate (10:36)

Airplane near-crashes  5 cases  Etihad/Airbus  loaded 747 Athens city

White Girl Bleed A Lot, a book you cannot buy today for less than $199.99

HIV causes AIDS, or does it?  Nobel Prize winners say otherwise!

Why Blacks Reject Tough Policing - Robert Weissberg @UnzReview

Current Crime Wave reviewed by Batya Ungar-Sargon (10:47)

You are opposed to war in Ukraine?  “Traitorous!” says MSNTV.  Substack article by GG

What happened to acid rain?  (10:27).

Genome=6Gb, Brain=80Gb, so how does the brain build itself?  Stanford is working on it.  Yay!

DNA animations for Science-Art exhibition (7:19)  No wonder it took 4 billion years to make us!

Copy number variation and the secret of life (53:34)  Evolution beyond SNPs,  A++  Xmas

Deep contemporary salience:  Are Vaccine Passports A Threat? (1:35:54)  A+++  Xmas

Viruses and vaccines | Vincent Racaniello (3:28:40)  Interview with top researcher  A++.  Xmas

San Fransicko:  Why Progressives Ruin Cities (book. I read it.)  Youtube (47:09)  A+

Tucker Carlson: We’re watching civilization collapse in real time (15:46)  homeless murderers

MORE FBI ‘Double Agents’ REVEALED In Whitmer Plot | Breaking Points  (6:06)

D.I.E. must DIE:  Professor Jordan Peterson resigns University of Toronto (18:45)  Transcript

Create the Coronavirus?  DARPA declined Wuhan’s proposal (12:34).  Hotter than a Lab Leak theory!

The JWSTelescope cost $10B.  Soros gave $18B to politicians (23:31),  He funds lenient prosecutors.
Israeli vaccine passports (green pass) phasing out. Regretting school closures. (31:07)
Marriane Williamson ran in Democratic Party presidential race in 2020 (1:03:57) Give her 30 seconds.
Dead from taking the vaccine! (19:51) Steve Kirsch. Rumble.com outside the US cannot be blocked.
Let’s do a Google search for current images fitting Homicide arrests A source of white racism?
Jordan Peterson: Pandemic policy is driven by opinion polls, not by science. (9:45)
JJ Thomson Cathode Ray Tube Experiment: the Discovery of the Electron (10:37)
Tucker Carlson explains the dangers of government censorship of political opinion. (13:24)
5 Terrifying Close Calls Caught On Camera (14:31)
Elon Musk Is Quietly Building Giant Lithium Production and Refining (8:35)
Jordan Peterson rants on Woke Education and tells us our goal (10:41)
Congressman Jim Jordan (R) rants against the Dems (2:12) Hear how the Reps see the Dems.
Saagar Enjeti explains Covid restriction skepticism (6:31)
See stars orbiting our galaxy’s black hole (1:49)
Joe Rogan interviews Dr Robert Malone (21:55) (Malone invented mRNA.) Rebuttal (9:17)
Where did ‘weird’ Omicron come from? article in Science Magazine. Another Lab Leak?
Dave Schweidenback founded Pedals For Progress. He recounts building his charity (1:06:59)
Robert W Malone “invented” the vaccine for Covid. Now he publishes against it with this for example.
Arrested DEA Informant Who Financed Haiti Plot Says US APPROVED Of Taking Out President (9:22)
Senator Cruz Asks FBI Asst Director: ‘How Many FBI Agents Were Confidential’ at Jan. 6 Riot? (6:47)
FBI snubs congress. (6:47) If I were a Republican senator, I’d vote to cut the FBI budget by 50%.
GOP Oversight Cmte Releases Emails Showing Fauci CONCEALED Lab Leak Info (12:14)
Orangutang driving a golf cart at a zoo (4:06) One minute is enough.
Federal judge orders FDA to quickly release all Pfizer vaccine data— NOT wait decades (3:02)
Tesla Gigafactory Austin Texas, Day 536 - 1/9/22 (12:12) The first minute gives you the point.
Biden’s Lawyer Presses Vaccine Mandate on Justice Clarence Thomas (3:43) Needs your comment!
Device solves a Rubik’s Cube in 4/10th of a second (0:31)
Jordan Peterson — Intelligence, the subject we are all pained to speak about (11:22)
The Upcoming Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) (16:24) 40 meters vrs JWST=13 meters
The Boring Company 2022 Update (14:28) Sadly, so far it’s disappointing.
The Histrionics and Melodrama Around 1/6 Are Laughable GG substack. Does link work for you?
Lex Fridman statement against lockdowns (3:46)
Lex Fridman to talk to Jordan Peterson about the role of religion (3:43)
Winter Colorado wildfires (1:50). Extinguished by snowfall! (2:21)
Why Nissan CVTs fail (19:41) CVT= Continuously Variable Transmission
Joe Rogan wiping up the legacy media (7:08) Joe Rogan on US vs China (8:54) HOT
GG: WhyTrump Refused to Pardon Snowden and Assange (27:05)
13 million people in Xi'an, China in severe Covid lockdown (11:52)
Myocarditis/Pericarditis risk of Covid vaccine = 1/2000; Kaiser data matches European data (5:09)
Link to Google Earth  Google Earth tutorial (2:59).
The engineering of carbon fiber airplanes (31:47)
The origins of California's homeless problem (6:26)
Sacramento DA: The Impact Of Proposition 47 on Crime In California (27:36)
Elon Musk: Best form of government on Mars | Lex Fridman (7:26)
Elon Musk: Self-driving is way harder than I thought (12:25)
Elon Musk Drops A BOMBSHELL on Elizabeth Warren's Corruption (10:28)
How James Webb's Deployments MUST Work (19:08)
"We must become a multi-planetary species. It's not going to be easy," says Elon Musk (10:04)
Illegals FL-->DC,DL. 79% Omicrons fully vaccinated. Facebook confesses fake fact-check. (20:02)

SVC 2021 and earlier